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As we look ahead to a promising 2015, it is important to
reflect on the amazing year we have completed. This year of
transition has led to substantial growth on so many levels and
we have successfully increased the reach and overall impact of
this organization.
One of the areas I am most proud of is the growth of our
Astronaut Scholarship program as evidenced by the increase
in the number of scholarship awards, as well as the number of
universities that joined the ASF partnership. The magnitude
of our scholarships really sunk in for me when I participated
in a recent panel discussion as a Space Shuttle era astronaut,
bridging the gap between the Gemini/Apollo astronauts and
recent Astronaut Scholars who are directly advancing our future space exploration. Our Astronaut
Scholars are impacting not only the space program, but also the technological advancements in
areas of homeland security, national defense, healthcare and so much more. Their achievements are
inspiring and I encourage you to learn more about the ways they are impacting our nation.
ASF has also witnessed substantial growth in the number of individuals and corporations
committed to the endeavors of this organization through their generous financial contributions,
attendance at events, volunteering of time and resources, and offering opportunities to present ASF
to their network of contacts. Thank you for being a part of this very important mission.
I especially want to thank Tammy and the ASF staff for the exceptional effort they put forward
during the year to make this all possible.
I look forward to all of the possibilities before us in the coming year and to sharing those successes
with you.

Dan Brandenstein
Chairman, Astronaut Scholarship Foundation

Note from the Executive Director
As I look back at 2014, it was an amazing year for the Astronaut
Scholarship Foundation on so many levels. We increased the number
of scholarships awarded, will be partnering with four new universities,
and are getting to know our supporters and partners more. Much of the
success for the organization has to do with each of you who make the
mission possible… for that I thank you.
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As we start the new year, we are excited as we look to what we will
accomplish this year together. We are working with individuals and
corporate partners to expand our scholarship program, launching the
mentor program for scholars, and continuing to excite and inspire America about science and
technology. Not only are the astronauts a source of inspiration, but our Astronaut Scholars (the
very ones you have helped support over the years) are providing inspiration, innovation, and most
of all… hope for a bright future again for America.
If you have not taken a close look at the impact our Astronaut Scholars are making, I encourage
you to attend an event, check out our website, read the Astrogram, or call us to learn more about
how they are shaping the future of our country’s space program, working on the next cure, and
keeping America amongst the top countries in the world. I look forward to working with you to
honor the legacy of our American Heroes and provide hope for the next generation of innovators
and risk-takers.

Tammy M. Knowles
Executive Director, Astronaut Scholarship Foundation

EMAIL
info@astronautscholarship.org
PHONE
321-449-4876
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PARTNERSHIPS
Jacobs Links with ASF as Workforce Partner
Corporate Partnership Aids Efforts to Promote STEM
We are pleased to announce that Jacobs, one of world’s largest and
most diverse providers of technical professional and construction
services, has stepped up to be the first corporate partner in the
STEM Workforce Partner campaign.
“Jacobs is pleased to join forces with ASF through the STEM
Workforce initiative. As one of the world’s largest and most diverse
providers of technical professional and construction services, the
secret to our success is recruiting the best and brightest employees.
We firmly believe in supporting efforts such as these to ensure
that today’s students pursue higher education so that we will have
the qualified workforce necessary to meet the growing technical
demands of tomorrow,” states Andy Allen, TOSC General Manager,
KSC.
Through this initiative, STEM Workforce Partners help raise
awareness of the impact that science, technology, engineering,

and math (STEM) have on our nation’s progress and economy.
This partnership provides the unique opportunity for companies
to engage with some of the best and brightest STEM university
students, be among the first to recruit from this talent pool,
and have a hands-on approach to developing tomorrow’s STEM
workforce.
Dan Pierre, VP for Jacobs AERO Line of Business, related that “We
are very excited to have the opportunity to support and connect
with current and upcoming Astronaut Scholars through this
partnership, and encourage similar technically minded enterprises
to join forces in stimulating the ambitions and aspirations of our
future scientists, engineers, and business/government leaders.”
If you would like to discuss joining the STEM Workforce Partner
campaign, please contact Tammy Knowles, Executive Director at
321.449.4876 or Tammy@AstronautScholarship.org.

AirScan, Inc. Aids Foundation’s Success Story

“

This has been an incredibly successful year for ASF, thanks in large
part to the diverse support and generous sponsorship of AirScan,
Inc. We would like to formally recognize AirScan’s CEO, Tom
Fotopulos for his leadership and continued commitment to ASF.

Special thanks to the entire AirScan team (seen here with the
Pioneers of Space gala astronaut panel during the 2014 Astronaut
Autograph & Memorabilia Show weekend) for their enthusiastic
participation in ASF events and programs.

Supporting the Astronaut Scholarship Foundation
has been a singular honor for the AirScan family,
and reflects our great admiration for the vision
of the Mercury 7 astronauts and their successors
in the Gemini, Apollo, Skylab, and Space Shuttle
programs in creating and nurturing an organization
dedicated to promoting our country’s continued
leadership in science and technology. That vision
is alive and well in the Foundation’s outstanding
STEM Initiative and other outreach programs, and
in the remarkable and ongoing achievements of
the ASF Scholars, past, present, and future.

Tom Fotopulos

CEO, AirScan, Inc.

”
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SCHOLARSHIPS
Astronauts Present Awards to Scholar Class of 2014
ASF Awards Astronaut Scholarship to a Record 32 Students
This past year, a record 32 students were awarded the prestigious
merit-based Astronaut Scholarship. In order to be considered
for this scholarship, candidates must be nominated by university
faculty members and must display initiative, creativity, and
excellence in their chosen field.
We are pleased to announce the addition of four universities
to the roster of participating institutions: the Florida Institute
of Technology, Louisiana State University, the University
of Chicago, and the University of Kansas. Each of these new
universities have committed to follow the lead of the University
of Minnesota, who has been a long-time matching partner in the
scholarship program.
ASF visited various institutions across the nation, presenting
scholarship awards and providing educational seminars on the
importance of science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM)
and its impact on our world.

The following institutions cooperate with ASF to award their most
exceptional STEM students:
Brown University
Clemson University
Florida Institute of Technology
Georgia Institute of Technology
Harvey Mudd College
Louisiana State University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Miami University (Ohio)
North Carolina State University
North Dakota State University
Ohio State University
Pennsylvania State University
Purdue University
Syracuse University
Texas A&M University
Tufts University

University of Arizona
University of Central Florida
University of Chicago
University of Colorado
University of Kansas
University of Kentucky
University of Michigan
University of Minnesota
University of Oklahoma
University of Rochester
University of Southern California
University of Texas at Austin
University of Virginia
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin
Washington University (St. Louis)

2014 Astronaut Scholar Class Spotlight
For a better understanding of the caliber of the Astronaut Scholar candidates, please take a moment to read the application summaries of
Sai and Divya, recipients of the 2014 scholarship.

Scholar Sai Gourisankar and Astronaut Alan Bean

Scholar Divya Natarajan and Astronaut Dan Brandenstein

Sai Gourisankar

Divya Natarajan

“I’m committed to a career as a research scientist, eager to innovate new
technologies. I’d like to use fundamental concepts in soft-matter physics
and transport phenomena to simulate, synthesize and characterize
nanomaterials. I hope to develop efficient catalytic agents for energy
applications, bioimaging devices, or solid-state electronics. I recognize
the need to effectively communicate scientific discoveries and collaborate
with other scientists. To achieve these goals, I am working hard on projects
inside and outside of the classroom at the University of Texas at Austin, in
pursuit of a B.S. in Chemical Engineering and a B.A. in Liberal Arts. I plan
to obtain a Ph.D. in Materials Science: graduate school will enhance my
ability to independently develop a complex research project.”

“I plan to obtain a Ph.D. in neuroscience and study neurotransmitter
chemistry and its role in neurodegeneration. My aim is to lead a lab
developing therapies and conducting clinical trials. Additionally, I will
pursue an M.D. specializing in neurology since my proposed research
requires fluency in both medicine and science. I will use my education
in biomedical engineering and biology, my experiences at the Morehouse
School of Medicine, the Pasteur Institute and Georgia Tech to build bridges
between science, engineering and medicine to further neuroscience
research and develop clinical therapies.”

University of Texas
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Georgia Institute of Technology

scholar alumni
Scholar Spotlight
MEET EMILY
BOSTER

Emily, who studied aerospace
engineering at Texas A&M
University,
received
the
Astronaut Scholarship in
2012. During her internship
with Lockheed Martin, Emily
released the engineering
drawing for the InSight
Mars Lander parachute cone
and all of its components. She is now a full time Mechanical
Designer at Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company where
she supports the build and assembly for various subsystems,
as well as structural testing, fabrication, and assembly, and
maintains a mass database for InSight components. Slated to
launch in 2016, InSight will reveal mysteries concerning the
evolution and formation of the terrestrial planets, including Earth.

MEET MATT
MCKEOWN

Matt received the Astronaut
Scholarship in 2007 while
attending the University of
Michigan. He went on to
immediately apply his degree
in aerospace engineering in
a career with SpaceX,
where he developed the
maneuvering Draco engines
for Dragon, one of two American vehicles to resupply the
International Space Station and the only spacecraft able to
bring valuable science experiments safely back to earth. He is
currently a manager for the Dragon propulsion and part of the
team working on the human-rated Dragon propulsion system.

Scholars Give Back
Special thanks to the Astronaut Scholar
Alumni for their ongoing support of ASF. In
2014, the Astronaut Scholars raised nearly
$25,000 through their Scholars Give Back
campaign. Their commitment to give
back to ASF extends further than
financial support; Scholars have
expressed their appreciation through
generous gifts of time, expertise, and
resources for many of our events
and programs. This includes participation in alumni meetups,
boards and committees, fundraising events, guest panel
presentations, scholarship award ceremonies, the annual Scholar
Technical Conference, scholar posters, videos, and so much
more.
For those of you who attended ASF events this past year, it is safe to
say you had the chance to meet and learn of the innovative work of
one or more of our Astronaut Scholars. Through the Scholars’ lifelong commitment to ASF, they are ensuring that future generations
of our nation’s brightest young minds will have the same incredible
opportunities they have been awarded.
For more information about the Astronaut Scholars, visit
www.AstronautScholarship.org/Scholars.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO CONTRIBUTE
to the Scholars Give Back campaign in honor of a
family member, friend, or business associate that
is an Astronaut Scholar, simply note the scholar’s
name when you make your on-line donation
at www.AstronautScholarship.org/donate or by
mailing your contribution to:

Astronaut Scholarship Foundation
Mail Code:ASF-1
Kennedy Space Center, FL 32899

ASTRONAUT SCHOLARS - UPDATE YOUR INFORMATION TODAY!
We like to keep in touch with our Astronaut Scholar
alumni, whether it’s to share recent news and
connections, invite you to upcoming events, or just
to see what you’re up to now! Please ensure that we
have your current information on file. Send an email
to Communications@AstronautScholarship.org
with the following information:

Name/preferred nickname
Email
Address
Current employer
Projects you’re working on
...and any other information about yourself
you’d like to share!
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Induction Gala Celebrates
2015 Hall of Fame Inductees
The time has come once again for a new
class of astronauts to be inducted into the
U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame (AHOF). Each
year, ASF’s Induction Selection Committee
oversees the selection of inductees into
AHOF, and ASF works hand-in-hand with
Delaware North Companies (DNC) to
honor those astronauts with an official induction ceremony held
at Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex (KSCVC). This year,
ASF is proud to join DNC and KSCVC in the celebration of the
25th anniversary of the Hall of Fame as together we congratulate
four new astronaut inductees: John Grunsfeld, Steve Lindsey,
Kent Rominger, and Rhea Seddon.
The night before the induction ceremony, ASF hosts a blacktie gala where guests dine in the company of America’s greatest
space legends. This year, the gala will be held on Friday, May
29; the induction ceremony will take place on the 30th. Held
in KSCVC’s award-winning Apollo/Saturn V Center, the gala
is an event that never fails to impress. Attending astronauts will
walk the red carpet beneath the monumental Saturn V rocket
suspended overhead.
The weekend also includes ASF’s Scholar Technical Conference,
to be held at KSCVC before the induction ceremony on Saturday,
May 30. During this conference, ASF’s Astronaut Scholars will
present their current work, research, and projects. All current
and past Astronaut Scholars are invited and encouraged to
attend - please email Nicole@AstronautScholarship.org for more
information on the conference.
Gala tickets are now on sale and sponsorship opportunities are
available – please visit AstronautScholarship.org for details. Gala
tickets are limited, so be sure to reserve your seat today!

JOHN M. GRUNSFELD, Ph.D.
STS-67, STS-81, STS-103, STS-109, STS-125
Grunsfeld was selected as a NASA astronaut in March 1992.
A five-flight veteran, he has logged more than 58 days in
space, including 58 hours and 30 minutes of extravehicular
activity over the course of eight spacewalks. Three of his
missions focused on repairing and upgrading the Hubble
Space Telescope.

STEVEN W. LINDSEY (Colonel, USAF, Ret.)
STS-87, STS-95, STS-104, STS-121, STS-133
Lindsey was selected as a NASA astronaut in March 1995. A
veteran of five space flights, he has logged more than 1,510
hours in space. Lindsey served on several notable missions,
including STS-95 alongside Senator John Glenn, STS-121, the
second Return to Flight mission after the loss of Columbia, and
STS-133, the final flight of the orbiter Discovery.

KENT V. ROMINGER (Captain, USN, Ret.)
STS-73, STS-80, STS-85, STS-96, STS-100
Rominger was selected by NASA to become an astronaut in
1992. A veteran of five space flights – three as Pilot and two
as Commander – he has logged more than 1,600 hours in
space. Several of Rominger’s missions were integral to the
beginnings of the International Space Station. As Commander
of STS-96, Rominger oversaw the first docking of a space
shuttle to the ISS.

M. RHEA SEDDON, M.D.
STS-51D, STS-40, STS-58

The four new inductees will have their likenesses enshrined in the U.S.
Astronaut Hall of Fame.

Seddon was selected by NASA in January 1978 and became
an astronaut in August 1979 as part of the first U.S. astronaut
class to include women. A three-flight veteran, she has logged
over 722 hours in space. In addition to participating in and
leading numerous science and medical experiments during
her flights, Seddon also helped develop and implement a
variety of programs and plans for the shuttle program.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Relive History with the Crew of Apollo 13
Experience the breathtaking story of Apollo 13 with space
legends Jim Lovell, Fred Haise, and their fellow astronauts as
the Astronaut Scholarship Foundation honors and celebrates
the 45th anniversary of one of the U.S. space program’s most
famous missions. The event will be held Saturday, April 11, 2015
at Kennedy Space Center, FL - it’ll be a night you’ll never forget!

Ticketholders will be treated to
an intimate dining experience at
the Kennedy Space Center Visitor
Complex’s Apollo/Saturn V Center.
The night will begin with a champagne
reception, followed by a professional
photo opportunity. The festivities
will culminate with a candid panel
discussion featuring the stars of the
evening: Apollo 13 crewmembers Lovell and Haise, backup
Lunar Module Pilot Charlie Duke, support crew Vance Brand,
Joe Kerwin, and Jack Lousma, and flight directors Gerry Griffin,
Gene Kranz, and Glynn Lunney.* These space icons will share
their stories and reflect on the mission that brought global
attention to the bravery and determination of our nation’s
astronauts.
Tickets are limited to 100 and are almost sold out! Log on
to AstronautScholarship.org for more information, or call
321-449-4872.

The Apollo 13 crew (from left to right): Fred Haise, the late Jack Swigert,
and Jim Lovell

*Astronaut attendees are subject to change without notice.

Spring 2015 Auction Scheduled for Launch
ASF’s 2015 Spring Auction of Astronaut Memorabilia, showcasing
dozens of items from five decades of space travel, will preview
April 17; bidding runs April 25 to May 2. Lots will include
autographed memorabilia, flown artifacts, astronaut experiences,
and more. All bidding takes place online on ASF’s website. The
Astronaut Scholarship Foundation has a long-running tradition

of fundraising through online auctions. Items made available for
bidding are donated by astronauts and patrons alike. As with all
of ASF’s fundraising endeavors, these funds play a crucial role in
our distribution of scholarships to outstanding STEM students
across the country.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS - SPRING 2015
April 11......................................Apollo 13 45th Anniversary Celebration
April 25 - May 2............2015 Spring Auction of Astronaut Memorabilia
May 29................................U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame Induction Gala
May 30......................U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony
May 30.....................................................Scholar Technical Conference

2014 FALL EVENTS
2014 Astronaut Autograph & Memorabilia Show
The 2014 Astronaut Autograph & Memorabilia Show (AAMS) was
a tremendous success with patrons from around the globe traveling
to the Space Coast to enjoy four days of events alongside their
favorite space legends.
The excitement began with a “Monte Carlo Casino Night,” during
which guests tried their hand at blackjack, roulette, craps, and
poker under the picturesque glow of a full moon on the oceanfront.
Attendees then enjoyed a “Night Under the Stars” as they spent
an evening among the astronaut stars at Port Canaveral’s unique
Exploration Tower, featuring presentations by General Tom
Stafford, ASF Chairman Dan Brandenstein, and Astronaut Scholars
Emily Boster and Matt McKeown. As one of the benefits of this
year’s new Apollo ticket package, guests received an up-close and
personal VIP tour of KSC’s Launch Pad 37-B to view the Delta IV
Heavy to which the Orion spacecraft would later be mounted for
December’s test flight. Special thanks to Joe Mayer and his team at
Lockheed Martin for arranging this VIP access.

Brandenstein and Dr. Sandy Magnus. The panel also featured
Astronaut Scholar alumni Emily Boster, who works with Lockheed
Martin, and Matt McKeown, who works with SpaceX. The two
scholar alumni shared details on their current projects and the
future of the space program.
The excitement continued with the online 2014 Fall Auction of
Astronaut Memorabilia where eager bidders vied to win unique
astronaut experiences and space memorabilia, including a coveted
crew-signed Apollo 11 insurance cover. This cover was generously
donated by the family of the late Neil Armstrong, Apollo 11
Commander and first man to walk on the moon.

Rick Armstrong presents ASF Executive Director Tammy Knowles with a
crew-signed Apollo 11 insurance cover
Guests visit the Delta IV Heavy rocket on the launch pad

A favorite for collectors of every age is the autograph show, located
onsite at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex, where guests
can have their collectibles autographed, pose for photos, and
engage in conversation with more than 30 astronauts and space
icons. Astronauts Ed Gibson, Hoot Gibson, Jerry Ross, Rhea
Seddon, and Al Worden, as well as Flight Director Glynn Lunney,
shared their personal encounters and answered guest questions
during the Astronaut Lecture Series.

Special thanks to the participating astronauts, patrons, and
volunteers who made the 2014 AAMS show such a tremendous
success and to the generous support of our sponsors for helping to
make this event possible:

SM

Saturday night’s gala panel featuring astronauts and scholars

Undoubtedly the highlight of the weekend was the “Pioneers of
Space” Gala showcasing the past, present, and future of space travel
with a speakers panel featuring Gemini and Apollo astronauts
Jim Lovell and Gene Cernan, and Space Shuttle astronauts Dan
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SUPPORTERS
ARE YOU A VISIONARY? THESE GUYS CERTAINLY WERE. HELP KEEP THE VISION ALIVE!

The Mercury Seven Astronauts had a clear vision for helping the
United States stay at the forefront of technology. They envisioned
a way to inspire students to pursue their education and careers in
science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) and to provide
support to help them in that pursuit.
As true leaders, they turned their vision into reality by founding
the Astronaut Scholarship Foundation. ASF provides educational
programs to inspire thousands of students and has awarded
more than $4 million dollars through the Astronaut Scholarship
program.
If you picture yourself as a visionary and a leader, we invite you to
join the Visionary Circle! Visionary Circle benefits include:
• Unique opportunities to interact with Astronauts and Scholars
• Take part in the designation process of Astronaut Scholars
• Participate in education symposiums

Our heartfelt thanks to the following ASF supporters, who chose
to honor members of the Mercury 7 with their contribution. Slots
are still available!

Astronaut Honorees Visionaries
Scott Carpenter Steve & Jill Wirth
Gordon Cooper Available
John Glenn Available
Gus Grissom Available
Wally Schirra Lawrence & Patricia McGlynn
Alan Shepard Marianne & Vincent Cimino
Deke Slayton Available
To learn more, visit AstronautScholarship.org or contact ASF
Executive Director Tammy Knowles at 321-449-4876.

Friend-Raisers a Hit with ASF Patrons
In order to be successful in conveying and fulfilling our mission,
the board and staff realize the value of forging new relationships, as
well as continuing to strengthen existing relationships. Because of
this, the board and staff of ASF set relationship-building among its
top priorities for 2014 and 2015.
We are very grateful to the many individuals who offered their
homes and businesses to host Meet & Greets for the purpose of
introducing their friends and associates to the mission of ASF.
The most recent event took place in Central Florida at the home
of George and Lisa Schott, ASF Vice Chairman and Astronaut
Scholar alumna. Guests enjoyed an evening with astronaut Robert
Crippin and heard first-hand his personal accounts of his space
career. They also met University of Central Florida Astronaut
Scholars Jessica Blomberg and Richard Murdock, who shared the
impact the Astonaut Scholarship has had on their education and
career path, as well as the innovative research they are conducting.
We are looking forward to another successful year of friendraising with Meet & Greets already scheduled for Massachusetts,

Colorado, California and Arizona. If you are interested in hosting
a Meet & Greet in your area, please contact Rika Rowland,
Director of Corporate and Donor Relations at 321.449.4891 or
Rika@AstronautScholarship.org.

From left to right: Lisa Schott, ASF Vice Chairman; Tammy Knowles, ASF
Executive Director; Astronaut Scholars Richard Murdock and Jessica
Blomberg; Robert Crippen, Astronaut and ASF Board Member
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2014 DOnors
A Sincere Thank You to Our Generous Supporters
You are an Important Part of Our Foundation’s Success
UP TO $999
Buzz Aldrin
Andy and Brenda Allen
Allen & Company
Bill and Valerie Anders
Daniel Araya
Scott Audette
Daniel and Jennifer Ayala
Patricia Aziere
Brian Bauer
Elizabeth Bethoney
Don Black
John and Brenda Blaha
Robert Blandford
Jessica and Josh Blomberg
William and Willemke Bogertman
Larry Bradley
Vance and Bev Brand
Gordon Brown
Keith and Carol Brown
Robert and Rita Broyles
Colin Burgess
John Caldwell
Bill Callaway
John and Eileen Carbone
Patty Carpenter
Jerry and Pat Carr
John and Beth Casper
Dan Cavanagh
Luc Charland
Gloria Chestnut
Marianne Clark Gaudin
Charles Clayton
Eileen Collins
Suzi Cooper
Charles Crawford
Peter Crew
Melvin and Katherine Croft
Walt and Dot Cunningham
Christopher Curry
John and Kathryn Davis
Lisa Dean
Paul and Lisa DeWispelaere
DF Eisele Memorial Scholarship Fund
Ed Dominguez
Karen Donovan
Timothy Drake
Michael Dudinyak

Timothy Duquette
EMS Billing Services, Inc.
John Fabian
Debora Fairbrother
Ryan Field
Leon and Donna Ford
Ford Family Charitable Foundation
Friends of Leon Ford
Kevin Fuller
Jennifer Galvin
Sean Gill
Glenn L. Martin Maryland Aviation Museum
Andrea S. Gordon
Dick and Linda Gordon
Duane Graveline
Fred and Annette Gregory
Bud Hamilton
Hugh Harris
Ken and Theresa Havekotte
Martha Head
John Heller
Zoe Hesp
Anne Hintz
Jeff and Barbara Hoffman
Lois Huneycutt
James and Kerry Hutchinson
Scott Isaacson
Tim Jackson
Andrew Jones
Ethelbert Jones
Gill Kanel
Cole Kazemba
Deborah Kilpatrick
Lisa King
Tammy Knowles
Ian Koblick
Darlene Koenig
Tracy Kornfeld
Chris and Elizabeth Kraft
Thomas Krizanosky
Lynn M. Krogh
Jarret Lafleur
Craig Lewandowski
Marcia Lindstrom
Russ and Mary Lloyd
Douglas Lowen
Tzvi Mackson

Brian K. Mathason
Jon and Sharon McBride
Mike and Jane McCulley
Sharon McGehee
McKenna, Long, & Aldridge, LLP
Don McMonagle
Carl and Celyna Meade
Gene Meieran
M. P. and Anne Meiers
Todd and Nicole Michaels
Harvey “Al” Miller
Omar Mireles
JoAnn Morgan
Jane Mosconi
Charles Mueller
James H. Newman
Joel Odom
Dee O’Hara
Scott and Lisa Owen
Robert Panish
Ferenc Pavlics
Ross Pensa
PEPI Sports
Jeffrey Piersall
Rachel Pierson
Molly Precourt
Donald W. Price
Allan Proksel
Diane Renner
Scott Riggle
Carlos and Melissa Rosello
Hamp and Rika Rowland
Winston and Marilyn Scott
Douglas Sheridan
K. D. Short
Loren Shriver
Bob Sieck
Steven Smith
Bob and Debbie Springer
Stellar Solutions Foundation
David Thompson
Kathy Thornton
Pam Timmins
Dick and Colleen Truly
Brian Yanagitani
Marie Young
Jillian Yuricich

Join These Donors and Support America’s Future!

2014 donors
$1,000 - $4,999
Alexion Pharmaceuticals Matching Gifts Program
Anonymous Donor
Anonymous Donor
Patrick Biltgen
Dan and Jane Brandenstein
Michael Briesch
Chubb & Son
Scott and Amy Clemens
Dick and Kathy Covey
Bob and Pandora Crippen
Frank and Rebecca Culbertson
Charlie and Dotty Duke
Emerson-Griffin-Toring Private Foundation
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Joseph Fischer
Rick Hauck and Susan Bruce
Harry Jacobs
Tom and Elizabeth Jones
Elizabeth Kemp-Pherson
K-I-T Astronaut Wives

Gene Kranz
Andrew LaGravenese
Mark Larson
Joan Long
Mike and Donna Mullane
Harvey Oyer
Jonathan Pikalek
R & R Auction Company, LLC
Margaret Race
Srinidhi Radhakrishnan
Dirk Raemdonck
RBC Capital Markets
Brewster and Kathy Shaw
Kimberly Stanek
William Stein
The Boundless Frontier Foundation
TOSA Foundation
Paul and Suzanne Weitz
James and Jan Wood

$5,000 - $9,999

$10,000 +

Vincent and Marianne Cimino
Embraer
Jim and Marilyn Lovell
Bruce McCandless
Rotary National Award for Space Achievement Foundation, Inc.
Thomas Stafford
The Gildea Foundation

Jacobs
Jane P. Long Fund
James Long
Page, Wolfberg, & Wirth, LLC
George and Lisa Schott
The USAA Foundation, Inc.
Steve and Jill Wirth

This list consists of non-special event gifts.

LEGACY GIFTS: PATRONS MEMORIALIZE FRIENDS AND FAMILY

ASF lost a very dear friend with the passing of Leon Ford last
year. Known as a man with an incredible passion and respect
for the space industry, it was his love of space teamed with
his genuine affection for people that led him to become one
of the most recognized and well-respected individuals in the
space collecting arena. As a long-time ASF supporter and

faithful participant in so many of ASF’s special events, the
void from his absence, particularly during the 2014 Astronaut
Autograph and Memorabilia Show (AAMS), was undeniable.
The “Friends of Leon” gathered at KSCVC’s Rocket Café
during AAMS for a memorial luncheon which generated
more than $800 in contributions to ASF in his memory.
Left: Bruce
Moody, Jason
Rubin, and Jill
Wirth hold up
memorabilia
signed by
astronauts and
Ford’s friends


Left (from left to right): Larry McGlynn, Art Siementkowski, Bruce Moody,
Jill & Steve Wirth, Jason Rubin (standing), David Meerman Scott, Harvey
Brown, Kim Topley

Astronaut Scholarship Foundation
Mail Code: ASF-1
Kennedy Space Center, FL 32899

STRENGTHENING AMERICA’S POSITION IN SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

HISTORY OF THE FOUNDATION
Thirty years ago, the six surviving Mercury 7 astronauts – Scott Carpenter, Gordon Cooper, John Glenn, Walter Schirra, Alan Shepard and Deke
Slayton – came together with the goal to use their joint credibility to encourage students to pursue scientific endeavors to keep America on
the leading edge of technology. That idea led to the formation of the Mercury 7 Foundation, which later became the Astronaut Scholarship
Foundation (ASF). Together with Betty Grissom (widow of the seventh, Virgil “Gus” Grissom), William Douglas, M.D. (the Project Mercury flight
surgeon), and Henri Landwirth (Orlando businessman and friend of the astronauts) the Mercury 7 astronauts provided scholarships for students
that excelled in the area of science.
Today, more than 100 astronauts from the Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, Skylab and Space Shuttle programs have joined in the mission. Through the
garnered support of astronauts, industry leaders, educational institutions and patrons, ASF awards merit-based scholarships to the best and
brightest university students who excel in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM). The prestigious Astronaut Scholarship is
known nationwide for being among the highest scholarships awarded to undergraduate STEM students. Since its inception, ASF has awarded
over $4 million in scholarships to more than 370 of the nation’s top scholars.

MISSION
To aid the United States in retaining its world leadership in science and technology by providing college scholarships for the very best and
brightest students pursuing science, technology, engineering, or math degrees. In addition, ASF strongly promotes the importance of science
and technology to the general public by facilitating unique programs and special events.
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